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MILESTONES (0 – 3)

BACKGROUND
For clinical skills training in the preclinical education at
Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine, we
constructed a system of developmental milestones to
coach and assess clinical skills during simulated
patient encounters. Via monthly formative
assessments of simulated patient encounters, we use
the milestone system to track the progression of
competency in EPA 1-4 throughout the second year.

OBJECTIVES
Objective 1: . Employ a system of developmental
milestones to assess performance of EPA 1-4 in a
simulated patient encounter .

HPI (DDx)

Clinical Reasoning Milestones

Our primary goal was to formulate a training system
that supported mentoring students along a
developmental pathway and that could reliably be used
by faculty to define and assess varying milestone
levels of skills as students prepare for supervised
clinical rotations.

Domain

HPI (Chronic)

HPI
(Counseling)

Social

Milestone 0

Milestone 1

Milestone 2

Milestone 3

Asked primarily OLDCARTS

Asked high-yield, focused
questions for at least 3 diagnoses

Asked high-yield, focused
questions for at least 3 diagnoses,
including both dangerous and
common differentials and removes
anchor bias

Did not collect/review each HPI
category of Control, Compliance,
Complications

Collected information regarding
Control, Compliance,
Complications; did not collect
adequate information for one of
categories

Collected adequate detail of
information in each category of
Control, Compliance,
Complications

Does not ask HPI in the form of the
P’s

Did not collect/review each HPI
category of Perspective, Prior
Knowledge, Preference

Collected information regarding
Perspective, Prior Knowledge,
Preference; did not collect
adequate information for one of
categories

Collected adequate detail of
information in each category of
Perspective, Prior Knowledge,
Preference

Does not elicit psychosocial
histories

Collects data without recognition
of psychosocial factors that may
affect differential diagnosis or
patient care

Demonstrates recognition of
important psychosocial factors by
asking relevant, focused follow-up
questions

Demonstrates Milestone 2 and
verbalizes to patient the possible
connection between relevant
psychosocial factors and CC

Does not collect each MASHFM
category

Collects each MASHFM category
without follow-up questions

Collects each category of MASHFM
with follow-up questions
demonstrating data interpretation.

Collects MASHFM with good
follow-up questions demonstrating
data interpretation and preparation
for patient management.

Doctor-centered interview; overly
technical, no curiosity about
patient, ignores emotions.

Little patient-centeredness,
echoing, overuse of closed
questions; echoing; superficial
personal interest; limited
expression of understanding,
limited responsiveness.

Balance of open ended questions;
mini-summaries; validates patient
perspective; expression of
empathy; largely responsive.

Shows genuine interest in patient’s
life; reflective statements;
discusses emotional state &
coping with patient; responsive
throughout.

Does not close interview

Uses medical jargon

Identifies and corrects jargon

Avoids medical jargon

Does not close interview

No explanation of supporting
history and physical

Name supporting history and
physical

Discusses level of certainty &
supporting history and physical
exam

Does not collect HPI

Does not ask HPI in the form of the
C’s

Objective 2: Document progression of competency in
EPA 1-4 in year 2 of undergraduate medical education

PMH

METHODS
• We approached the task with the conceptualization
that clinical skills follow an identifiable
developmental trajectory from the novice to the
advanced beginner.

Humanism

• We used the existing ACGME Milestones and
AAMC/AACOM EPAs to guide our work.

Language

• We submitted draft version to a panel of physicians
and psychologists for comments, making revisions
until consensus was achieved.

• Data from the first year is currently under analysis.
After the first implementation year, we refined the
milestones based on the experiences and feedback
of students and faculty.

CONCLUSIONS
•The TCOM milestone system is effective in assisting
students to develop increasing proficiency in clinical
skills.

Transparency
Oral Presentation Milestones

• Across each of the two semesters of our second
year medical practice course, we observed students
gradually improve their clinical skills according to our
milestone system across various simulated clinical
encounters.

•It is also useful for identifying the specific clinical
training needs of individual students so that they can
receive additional targeted coaching to bring them up
to expected milestone levels.

•Future studies are planned to validate the milestone
levels of the assessment tool.
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Reflection/Feedback Milestones

•Future studies will examine data from our first
implementation year to our current implementation
year to verify that refinements were effective.

Patient
Involvement

Disease
Explanation

Does not close interview

Provider centered OR Closedended request for approval

Elicits patient preference but does
NOT incorporate patient in plan
development

Plan developed in conjunction with
patient

Does not close interview

No explanation of disease

Explains disease but does NOT test
patient understanding

Explains disease appropriately &
tests patient understanding

Patient
Education

Does not close interview

No explanation of next steps in
work-up, tx-management, or what
patient should do

Some explanation of next steps in
work-up, tx-management, or what
patient should do but NO teachback

Appropriate instructions & teachback

Return Visit

Does not close interview

No return frame OR Inappropriate
return

Appropriate return frame given

Educates patient on return
parameters

Reflection

Does not accurately identify
strengths and weakness even with
prompting

Relies on external prompts for
accurate self-assessment

Accurately identifies strengths &
weaknesses without prompting

Offers strategies to address
deficiencies in performance

Requesting
Feedback

Does not request feedback with
prompting

Needs prompting to request
feedback

Solicits specific feedback from
peers

Explains what led to problem areas

Not an active listener

Defensive or argumentative to
feedback.

Openly accepts constructive
feedback.

Responds with plan of
improvement based on internal &
external feedback

Receiving
Feedback
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